Educational Visit:- Sardar Sarovar Dam site

84 students of B.Tech Sem –VI (Civil Engineering), and Assistant Professor Anuj Chandiwala, Nikunj Gohil and Head of the department K.N. Gandhi from Civil Engineering Department has organized one day educational visit to Sardar Sarovar Dam site on 06th February 2016. The work of placing of radial gates, casting of columns for gate and Statue of Unity is under construction. Students seen the completed structures also such as sardar sarovar dam, rever bed power house, main canal, 4 leak. On the construction site lots of advanced techniques seen by the students such as automatic cable crain which allow to moves in all three axis, high strength cables for transport the materials. The construction work of sardar sarovar was taken up by Jaypee Associate and Statue of Unity was taken up by L & T construction under the authority of Gujarat Government. All the students were see the construction work of such type of special structures. Executive Engineer Mr. Ashok Gajjar & his college gave a sound and very important knowledge about the construction work of this structure. Question answering was carried out with the students and explain about the design and operation of the Dam and silent features of the dam. After the completion of this visit, student went to Poicha for refreshment for one hour then we again come back to surat at 11:00 PM.